Thurston Furniture RFP questions & response
Questions received: 03/09/22 (#1 - 17), 03/18/22
Response drafted: 03/10/22 (#1 – 17), 03/21/22 (#18 – 68)
Response prepared by:
EG: Erin Goodell (Twinsteps Architecture)
CL: Christian LaRocco (MJR Development)
CH: Christopher Helmer (Thurston County, Central Services)

1. Please provide finish range scale. (Ex. Low range, mid range, high range)
 Grade C is called out, but we need to understand where this lies within the range.
2. SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 in several instances, images & description verbiage do
not align. EG: Please use mid-range for finishes.
 Please provide guidance how we are to interpret the images vs the description. For
example, CH-03 shows an armless upholstered four leg chair. The verbiage states not
upholstered, armless. Are the wood legs required? EG: For some products we did not have
an exact example of a sample image, and instead used a similar image to show intent. In the
case of disparities between text description and images, please defer to the description of
item. Wood legs are not required.
3. Per Page 9, c. Technical Specification Sheets: Provide product manufacturers data; explain how
products meets or exceeds specification requirements. Do not provide non-requested
information or technical specification books. Show that the products meet the basis of design
intent, has comparable finishes and fabrics that meet the specifications, comparable color
palette, etc.
 Please provide specification requirements for panel heights, overall workstation sizes,
finish types (fabric vs laminate), color palette, power requirements for all products so
that we may align & plan affirmatively. EG: Please refer to plan for modesty panel locations.
Typical panel height to be lowest standard height (attached to desk if possible, to move with
desk when adjusted), with options to add additional height increments if departments request
as an added cost. Panel faces should be fabric at vertical surfaces, except for reception desks
which should be laminate. The (15) desks in room 170 should be laminate with modesty panels
on (3) sides of each desk, from the floor to 48” AFF and to have the appearance of executivestyle built-in casework (wood looking laminate finish). Please note that these (15) desks will
need customized cable management, including outlets above the worksurface and
coordination with the tenant’s AV vendor to accommodate microphones. Typical power for
most workstations is (2) data pulls, (1) duplex outlet, unless otherwise noted on the electrical
coordination plans (sheets A3.1 & A3.2 of the architectural drawings).
4. RFP Document SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 is a dead link. EG: Thurston County to
update the link as needed.
 Please clarify this content and update link if content is necessary.
5. RFP Document SEA-21-013 Thurston County pricing set-02.
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We are not clear on the relevance of this document. Please clarify. EG: The pricing set should
include power and data requirements on sheets A3.1 & A3.2, along with the selected interior
finishes information for reference.
It appears that electronic bid submittal is acceptable. Please confirm. EG: Confirmed
If there is a quantity discrepancy between spreadsheet and floor plans, which quantity should
we follow? EG: Please defer to the floor plans if there is a quantity discrepancy.
Do any meeting, conference or training tables need power/data capabilities? If so, please specify
needs. EG: Special coordination for power & data include the following locations:
a. Auditor team workstations: provide (4) data pulls instead of (2)
b. IT work room: provide outlets above the work surface for ease of testing
equipment
c. Room 170: (15) desks to have outlets above worksurfaces, coordination with
tenant’s AV vendor to accommodate microphones
d. Room 2XX: (X) desks to have outlets above worksurfaces, coordination with
tenant’s AV vendor to accommodate microphones
e. HR Training room 2XX: training tables to be on casters, but will need cable
management to accommodate some configurations.
SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 Please clarify intention of items with QTY 0 or blank cell
under QTY. EG: Items with qty 0 were previously used then removed from the scope.
SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 We need specifications to identify the components
required to complete the following: T-01, T-26, T-27, T-27b, T-33. EG:
T-01 qty is 0 – you can disregard
T-26 should be a countertop (sized 10’ x 4’) with storage below, to accommodate large
format plans (drawings folded or rolled, sized up to 30x48”)
T-27 should be a collaborative table with space for (4) seats, counter height, long
section of counter with space for (6) L-01 cabinets underneath
T-27b sane as T-27, with room for (2) L-01 cabinets underneath (shorter overall
dimension)
T-33 same as T-27, except with storage under the long section of counter, to
accommodate large-format drawings.
SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 Please identify location of T-27b. We are unable to
located on the drawing. EG: This item has been removed from the scope. Please disregard.
SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 Are the quantities of L-01 included in T-01, T-26, T-27, T27b, T-33? EG: No. Quantities are based on tags. The storage cabinets under T-01, T-26, T-27,
T-27b & T-33 are not included in each item (they are called out as L-1).
Can you please explain the elevator situation? What size, how many available, will there be
exclusive use by our crews? CL: There are (2) elevators total (no freight elevator). (1) elevator is
to be used per contractor at a time. Be sure to measure existing elevator and take pictures
when performing a site visit.
Please confirm installation and delivery hours. CL: 24 / 7 delivery is acceptable. Make
arrangements with Thurston County Project Manager.
Please confirm loading dock will be available for our exclusive use for delivery & installation. CL:
Yes. Be sure to take pictures when performing a site visit.
SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 W-X please confirm dimensions and quantity of screens
required. EG: Please see sheet A2.1 of the architectural drawing set for lengths and tags to
enlarged plans & elevations.
SEA-21-013 Furn Items for RFP 021622 W-X Please note location to be placed, cannot locate on

drawing. EG: W-X indicates multiple lengths of protective barriers, all similar in appearance /
finish / install. Please see sheet A9.2 of the architectural drawing set for the window schedule.
18. Please clarify tagging for circled items in this area (Assessor office area). EG: Please see updated
layout below for reference, and note the following changes:
 (1) additional PO-01
 (1) additional CH-02
 (1) additional CH-03
 (2) additional CH-01
 (8) additional WS-02
 (5) fewer L-01
 (1) fewer O-02
 (6) fewer WS-01
 (1) removed T-03
 (4) removed ST-01

19. How do you want us to address untagged a-typical furniture symbols shown on the FURN TAGS
plan? EG: These items circled are storage components that would be included in the
workstation. The blocks shown in the reference plan are shared by some workstations, but the
intent is for each workstation to have its own storage component. For other items, if there
was a tag missed we will provide a supplemental list of items with descriptions.

20. Office 157 shows a different layout compared to the standard PO-01 typical. Are we to make an
exception in this area and other locations or are we to use the standard PO-01 typical? See
example below. EG: For Room 157, we should use an atypical layout as the typical will likely
not fit.

21. Considering the volume of information requested to inform a proper proposal, anticipated
response by the County to these requests being very close to submittal deadline, will the County
please consider extending the response due date to April 1 st? CH: No other vendors are
indicating a problem with current submittal due date of 3/25/22. No extension will be
authorized at this time.
22. During the call on 3/11, it was stated by the County that the second floor space will not be ready
for furniture delivery/installation to commence until July 22nd. In the RFP, Page 4 (2.2), the “First
Early Completion Date” is July 15, 2022. How does the County intend to award the $150K
incentive considering the space will not be fully available until well after first deadline. CH:
Owner will work directly with vendor to confirm furniture available-for-delivery date.
Furniture will be held in vendor warehouse until site is ready for installation.
23. Are both emailed and hard copies of the proposal required? CH: Electronic copy of proposal is
sufficient.
24. Because printing and delivering hard copies requires additional time for printed proposals, will
the County consider allowing hard copies to be delivered after the emailed RFP response is
submitted by the specific due date? CH: Electronic copy of proposal is sufficient.
25. Are we to charge Prevailing Wage for wall mounted items, or is complete project PW? CH: Entire
project is prevailing wage.
26. Do the installers need PPE during installation? CH – Negative. If conditions change, we will
advise.
27. What hours can installers be on site? Nights/ weekends? M-F 8 am to -5pm? CL: 24 / 7 delivery
is acceptable. Make arrangements with Thurston County Project Manager.
28. Will there be use of elevators? Any trades working along side furniture vendor needing access
too? CL: There are (2) elevators total (no freight elevator). (1) elevator is to be used per

contractor at a time. Be sure to measure existing elevator and take pictures when performing a
site visit.
29. Does the job site allow for a 53’ trailer and truck? CH - Yes
30. Room 103 needs a tag for the workstation, please confirm. Also are you sure the ST-01 stools
are correct for this office? EG: Please see the updated plan sketch below.
31. Room 152 , tags do not match the plan, please confirm qty of workstations and typicals. EG:
Please see updated plan sketch below. And note the following changes:
 (1) additional PO-01
 (1) additional CH-02
 (1) additional CH-03
 (2) additional CH-01
 (8) additional WS-02
 (5) fewer L-01
 (1) fewer O-02
 (6) fewer WS-01
 (1) removed T-03
 (4) removed ST-01

32. Room 208 seems to have lateral files without tags. Are they included in the RFP? EG: Room 208
has built-in cabinet casework along the plan-east wall.

33. Does each reception workstation include a height adj. worksurface for the receptionist? EG: Yes,
please include in the pricing.
34. Many private offices have overhead cabinets blocking windows. Should we change the plan or
remove overheads? EG: Please include overheads in the pricing to keep the storage allowance
in the budget. If we need to provide an alternate storage solution in these areas we would like
to keep the same overall storage accommodation for each private office.
35. There are small offices such as 186 with clearance issues that we can see in this office as well as
others. EG: The intent is to provide a furniture solution for the private offices that is closest to
PO-1. If we need to make adjustments to the workstation / desk component we can.
36. Are we changing the plan to accept typical size or a revised smaller version? EG: We would need
a smaller version of the desk / workstation for smaller offices, with the intent of providing
comparable components.
37. Are there any built-in components to the reception stations? EG: There is (1) reception desk in
269 which is shown as built-in. All other reception desks are comprised of furniture
components. Customer service stations are placed behind a partial height wall (which serves
as modesty panel).
38. Is there floor power /data access in the floor in room 208? Ifd so there should be multiple
locations. EG: Per sheet A3.2, there are multiple floor and wall outlets shown.
39. Does T-27 require desk top power/data? If so is there a floor access below for power/data in
those locations? EG: The T-27 locations on the 1st floor do not have power below. There is (1)
location at T-27 on floor 02 that does have a floor core outlet below.
40. Pease define major completion-Does major completion include soft seating(lounge)that can run
easily 90 days+? EG: Ideally, all furniture would be installed upon major completion, though
the priority should be workstations (including task chairs) and supporting furniture in private
offices & open offices. Tables and seating in public conference rooms and customer service
areas should also be prioritized.
41. Page (3), Section 1.3 of the RFP titled Minimum Qualifications: Do you require copies of licenses
and qualifications? CH: Yes
42. Please confirm you would like ALL panels to be 50”H? EG: Please provide a minimum panel
height based on the typical kit-of-parts components available for most or all workstations
within the product line. Please provide options for taller heights (as an add alternate price) if a
department specifically asks for this. The Assessor team will be asking for a taller panel height
(probably about 48-50” AFF plus the incremental kit of parts panel height add-on).
43. Can you clarify workstation cubical size per cube for WS01- WS06? EG: See below.
 WS-01 – 5’ x 8’
 WS-02 – 6’ x 6’ (plans are showing shared spine with storage accessed from both sides)
 WS-03 – 6’ x 7’ – 6”
 WS-04 – 6’ x 5’
 WS-05 – not used
 WS-06 – 8’ x 9’
44. Are 3 power outlets per person acceptable for station power? EG: Yes, unless the furniture whip
location indicates quadruplex outlets at a particular bank of workstations (or in the case of
other keynotes on sheet A3.1 / A3.2 indicating additional power or outlet needs).

45. In WS-06 Should the guest chair be located inside the station? The plan shows it floating outside
the station. EG: The chair may be moved a bit depending on its use, but it should be included in
the WS-06 components for pricing.
46. Please clarify configuration for overhead storage in the private offices (closed/open/sliding
doors/Hinged doors etc.) EG: No preferences have been given by departments, though open
may be best as a default.
47. Private office typical shows tackboard and markerboard above return, would you like either of
those priced in our response? EG: Please include tackboard as a baseline.
48. Can we submit the proposal via electronic copy only, or is hard copy needed? CH – Electronic
copy is sufficient.
49. For the Technical Specification Sheets requested in the bid, can we provide this information via
product hyperlinks or QR codes in our bid response? CH: Hyperlinks: Yes, QR Codes: No.
50. May we amend the excel document provided for our pricing spreadsheet? EG: Please

maintain existing tags and descriptions. Quantities and product-specific images or
details can be edited.

51. We have found some discrepancies between the quantities on the pricing spreadsheet and the
floor plans. Should we price based on the quantities of the spreadsheet? EG: Please defer to

the plans for quantities.

52. Should we include pricing in line items in grey/qty. 0 on the spreadsheet? EG: No, please
disregard the lines with quantity 0.
53. Since TI has already started, what type of power was planned for workstations, ie power poles,
floor cores, etc? EG: Sheets A3.1 and A3.2 include keyed notes indicating power at
workstations. For floor 01, there are no floor core outlets. Power poles are used where shown
on plan, and furniture whips are used where shown. Floor 02 does include some floor core
outlets (refer to sheet A3.2 for locations).
54. What is the minimum end user seat count that Thurston County needs to meet for this project?
EG: There are a total of 346 headcount at workstations, plus an additional 39 seats at
reception desks / customer counters. Some reception / customer counter stations are occupied
by an individual who also has another desk located in the office.
55. Are there any delivery/installation restrictions at the building? CH – Not at this time. Delivery
and installation will be scheduled with County Project Manager.
56. Do any deliveries or any parts of the install need to happen outside of normal business hours?
CL: 24 / 7 delivery is acceptable. Make arrangements with Thurston County Project Manager.
57. Are there truck size restrictions that we need to stay under? CH – No height restrictions. Typical
road-legal truck lengths are acceptable.
58. Wanted to confirm that, per the pre-proposal conference, we are working toward the following
project installation phased start dates:
 Level 1: June 27 start
 Level 2: July 22 start
 End completion both floors: August 15th
59. The pricing spreadsheet calls for Grade C finishes, but not all manufacturers have consistency
across their grades. Can we use base grade finishes if there are multiple high quality options
available? EG: Please use mid-range for finishes if possible for pricing.

60. Are there any material requirements for storage in workstations and private offices? Metal vs
laminate? EG: Workstations and private offices can be laminate finish. Shared storage

and file cabinets should be metal.

61. Some layouts seem tight dimensionally and may cause ADA issues. May we amend layouts to
better fit the space? EG: As long as the overall quantities and intent of components are

met, some slight adjustments to layout can be made to best accommodate a product’s
dimensions. We may need to integrate approved selections into a final layout plan to
confirm dimensions and clearances. Major alterations to layouts will not be made
without prior department approvals.

62. If there are cost-savings alternatives that meet the same headcount requirements and typical
specifications, may we amend the layouts for better pricing? EG: Same as 63 above. Minor

adjustments may be acceptable, but major changes will need department approval.
63. Are there floor cores or is power only available on the walls? EG: There are no floor core

outlets on floor 01, but there are some (as indicated on sheet A3.2) on floor 02. Most
power is available via furniture whips or wall outlets as indicated on Sheets A3.1 &
A3.2, with a few power pole locations key noted as well.

64. L-01: Can we modify the dimensions to our closest standard? EG: Yes.
65. L-01: are these lateral files included in T-26, T-27, T-33? EG: No. Quantities are based on tags.
The storage cabinets under T-01, T-26, T-27, T-27b & T-33 are not included in each item (they
are called out as L-1).
66. R-04: Please provide more detail around intent for R-04. Image doesn’t appear to match
description. EG: R-04 desks are customer service stations, to be placed behind a built

partial-height wall. There is no need for modesty panels below the worksurface. The
image is a point of reference only. Please defer to the description for components
(height adjustable desk, privacy panels from worksurface to minimal height above per
standard product availability, mobile ped).

67. T-09: Do these need to be flip top/nesting tables? EG: Yes
68. T-28: Do these need to be flip top/nesting tables? What are the finish requirements for the
modesty? EG: Yes

